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1. About
This guide serves as a base line information and installation document for
provisioning of iWayAfrica’s Ku Band service on the Hughes Jupiter platform.
The service is provided over Intelsat’s communication satellite: IS-28 (Previously
New Dawn)
Satellite Name: Intelsat 28
Position: 33° E
Launch date: 22-Apr-2011
Launch site: Guiana Space Centre
Orbit: GEO (Stationary)
Expected lifetime: 15 yrs.
The Intelsat 28 satellite was built for Intelsat and Convergence Partners, carries 16
Ku- and 14 C-band active transponders to provide voice, wireless backhaul, internet,
and media applications services. The satellite provides communications services to
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Sub-Saharan regions.
iWayAfrica makes use of Hughes Network Systems (HNS) architecture for all IP
based applications that are transmitted over IS-28.
IS-28 Coverage Map
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2. VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) Information
A VSAT is a two-way satellite ground station with a dish antenna that is usually
smaller than 3 meters. The majority of VSAT antennas range from 75cm to 1.2m.
VSATs access satellites in geosynchronous orbit (GEO) to relay data from small
remote Earth stations (terminals) to other terminals (in mesh topology) or master
Earth station "hubs" (in star topology)
VSATs are used to transmit narrowband data (e.g., point-of-sale transactions using
credit cards, polling or RFID data, or SCADA), or broadband data (for the provision
of satellite Internet access to remote locations, VoIP or video).
VSATs are also used for transportable, on-the-move (utilising phased array
antennas) or mobile maritime communications.
Conventional VSAT Components






Antenna
Block Up Converter (BUC)
Low Noise Block down converter (LNB)
Inter-Facility Link cable (IFL)
In-Door Unit (IDU)

All the outdoor parts on the dish are collectively called the ODU (Outdoor Unit), i.e.
BUC, LNB and Antenna.
The IDU is effectively a modem or terminal with Ethernet ports and F-connectors for
the coaxial RG-6 or RG-11 to BUC (Transmit, TX) and from LNB (Receive, RX).
iWayAfrica makes use of Hughes HT Series Terminals and a Hughes Jupiter Hub
(Based at Hartbeeshoek Earthstation/HBH) for its Star Topology Network.
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3. Jupiter Platform and Terminals
The JUPITER™ System is next generation VSAT platform from Hughes for
broadband services over both high-throughput (HTS) and conventional satellites.
Flexible and robust gateway architectures with lights-out operation, enhanced
Internet Protocol over Satellite (IPoS) air interface for bandwidth efficiency and
performance, and high-throughput terminals, JUPITER enables operators to achieve
the highest possible capacity and efficiency for any satellite broadband
implementation.
A multi-service platform
Operators of both HTS and conventional satellite networks can support the widest
range of applications across all market sectors—from high-speed Internet access, to
distance learning and digital signage/media solutions, to the most demanding
enterprise and government networking solutions where strong security and Quality of
Service (QoS) capabilities are paramount.
The JUPITER System is an ideal platform for:





Broadband access
Enterprise networks
Cellular Backhaul
Communications on the move




MPLS (multi-protocol label
switching) Network Service
Voice (VoIP)/Video/Data

JUPITER Terminals (HT1200 and HT1300)
The Hughes HT Series is the next-generation, high-performance satellite terminal
optimised for multi-spot beam, HTS systems and is also well suited for conventional
satellite applications. The HT Series features best-in-class throughput performance,
delivering more than 100 Mbps of forward channel throughput and capable of
supporting bandwidth-intensive, simultaneous multimedia applications.
The HT Series features an integrated Web acceleration client that provides HTTP
prefetching (Web objects are locally cached), DNS caching, header and payload
compression to enable a faster, more responsive user experience.
Ease of Operation
Each HT Series Terminal operates under a comprehensive Network Management
System (NMS) to facilitate terminal configuration, service provisioning, status
monitoring, and network diagnostics. Additionally, the terminal incorporates an easyto-use embedded Web Graphics User Interface (GUI) that provides a local interface
for installation, status monitoring, troubleshooting, and diagnostics.
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4. Tools and Consumables
The average time for a standard or average installation takes around 4 hours to
complete from arrival on site to sign off. Getting the right tools for the job will reduce
this time improve the quality of the final installation.
An average installation is usually a 1.2m antenna, wall-mount and around 40m of
RG-6 cabling. RG-11 is used for any installation where the IFL length from ODU to
IDU exceeds 80m to compensate for loss.
VSAT installations are expected to be installed and monitored without the need for a
return visit or maintenance.
See section 6. Scope of Work for expected procedures and QA.
Essentials:







Laptop
GPS or Smart Phone
Spanners
RG6 and RG11 Crimpers
Socket Set
Shifting Spanner








Drill (Masonry/SDS+ etc)
Drill Bits
Side Cutter / Pliers
Stanley knife
Extension Cord (20m Min)
Ladder







Spare RAWL / Expansion Bolts
Full Tool Box
Climbing Kit
First Aid Kit (Regulation 3)
Wi-Fi Access Point **

Consumables and “Nice to Haves”







Cable Ties (S, M, L)
Self-Fusing Tape
Insulation Tape
Cable Stripper
Cable Tester
Cable Clips

** Having a relatively cheap AP can help when installing or attending a maintenance
callout as often your laptop is near the IDU location and you are on the roof. This is
useful for remote access to your laptop from your Smart Phone or Tablet device.
This will also be required should you wish to complete an installation using your
Smart Device instead of your PC for SatMotion installations detailed in Section 8.

Do not assume that the client will have their own AP device for you to use.
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5. Installer Setup (PC / Smart Device)
iWayAfrica makes use of a SatMotion server and software by IntegraSys to assist
installers in achieving first time installs. The aim is to insure correct Polarisation to
mitigate XPOL interference. The software and server also provides valuable QA data
and minimises unnecessary site returns.
There is no limit for SatMotion client downloads, remotes or installers, but there is a
username and password that needs to be supplied before downloading the client
software.
Username: Hughes

Password: Hughes

For PC:
Advanced setup instructions available in the User Guide
1.
2.
3.
4.

Download the User Manual from the link
Follow the Setup Instructions
Download the Setup file from the Software Link
Install as directed by the User Manual

Software Download Link:
http://www.integrasys-sa.com/download/hughes/Satmotion_Pocket_PC_HNS.msi
User manual (English): http://www.integrasys-sa.com/download/hughes/SATMOTION
POCKET PC USER GUIDE HUGHES.pdf

For Android:
Advanced setup instructions available in the User Guide, SatMotion is not available
via the PlayStore. (You may need to allow non-verified apps to be installed)
1. Download the application from the Software Download Link
2. Download the User Manual
3. Install as instructed in the User Manual
Software Download: http://www.integrasyssa.com/download/hughes/Satmotion_Android_Hughes.apk

For Apple/iOS: https://www.integrasys-sa.com/download/hughes/download.html
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6. Scope of Work
This section assumes that the installer has already received training on basic VSAT
installation and is familiar with previous Hughes terminals, i.e. HN/HX.
The installer is always expected to work in a safe manner and not put themselves in
unreasonable danger where injury may occur.
This entails the requirements to be satisfied before a new installation is deemed a
successful installation.
1. Site Inspected and Customer Informed
2. IDU and ODU Installation
3. Terminal Commissioned with SatMotion report “PASS”
4. Cables secured
5. Connectors Waterproofed
6. Service Loops IDU/ODU
7. Holes Sealed
8. Site is Neat
9. Photos completed
10. Documentation Completed
Documentation:
The Installer requires the iWayAfrica QA Form (Section 11) document to be
completed and the relevant photos attached.
All details and photographs stipulated by the iWayAfrica QA Form must be mailed
within 24hrs of site completion to the Installation Project Manager. Photos are for QA
purposes as well as proof that all work was completed before leaving site. This
covers the installer for any issues that may happen post-install, such as vandalism or
theft which is not related to equipment failure.
Connectors:
Approved F-Type connectors are to be used and be properly crimped using the
correct tool. Waterproofing is done by using amalgamating tape and then covered in
insulation tape. Small cable ties are to be used to prevent tampering and the
waterproofing coming undone.
Connectors are a critical point of failure and care must be taken to ensure they are
done properly.
No tape is required at the IDU side, crimped and excess cable looped neatly.
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Cabling:
Cabling is to be neat and hidden from site as best as possible. Exposure to sun
damage must be mitigated as required by the use of conduit outside and trunking
inside. Trunking and conduit must be installed neatly and not be visibly skew. Visibly
loose cables are not acceptable. Service loops are to be left at the IDU and ODU
and be neatly cable tied.
Drilling:
All drilling must be approved by the customer. Locations of ingress and egress holes
must be sealed with silicone or filler foam to prevent water entry. NO DRILLING
INTO WATERPROOFED CEILINGS UNLESS GIVEN EXPRESS CONSENT.
Customer Equipment:
Installers are to avoid working on the customers’ equipment. The concern of the
installer is the IDU and ODU and wireless AP if supplied. Anything else is to be
discussed with iWay as contractual issues may occur. This is also to protect the
installer from unnecessary blame due to the customers own equipment failing for
reasons beyond our control.
Good Housekeeping:
The site is to be cleaned after installation. All boxes and left overs must be removed
from site unless arrangements are made with the customer.

Leave nothing to chance, double check. Every site return costs money.
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7. Site Survey
This section covers a same day installation and survey, i.e. where no formal survey
was requested or required before being dispatched to install. Client requires a
standard installation with no added work. For formal surveys please use the iWay
Site Survey Form which provides a comprehensive checklist.
Prior to Departure:
1. Make sure you have internet access as this is required for maps to display on
SatMotion
2. Open SatMotion app, PC or Mobile.
3. Click on Pointing
4. Select Region (EMEA/Europe)
5. Select Satellite (IS28@33E)
6. Insert Co-ordinates in Decimal Degrees (EG: -25.92674)
NB! (LAT = +N / -S, LONG = +E / -W)
7. Click Next Step

(Continued, PTO)
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8. Google maps will load (Zoom into to view your site)
9. Note the Pointing Results supplying the basic Antenna pointing values for
easier installation as well as the approximate polarisation value (Vertical or
Horizontal)
10. Click on ScreenShot and save this file for attachment on the Installation QA
and assisting your installation at the client.

Initial Site Inspection:
1. The installer is to contact the responsible person (On Site Contact) and define
the Scope of Work to be carried out.
2. Identify any potential hazards and mitigate as required
3. Use your Screenshot captured in SatMotion “Pointing” to assist your
installation
4. Ascertain possible ODU locations, check for Line of Site issues.
5. Ensure power is available and stable
6. Plan your cable run from ODU to IDU
7. Make sure you have complied with the relevant Health and Safety procedures
before commencing any work.
8. Notify any other people on site of your work area and demarcate if necessary.
9. Notify and agree all work to be carried out with On Site Contact.
10. Proceed with SatMotion installation
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8. Pointing Information
Using your information gathered in Section 7: Site Survey, you will have all the
information needed to roughly point your antenna and set a reasonably accurate
cross-pol (XPOL) setting. Below you will find a deeper explanation of the various
terminologies.
Polarisation Setting (LNB Skew): Prior to attempting to point the dish at the
satellite you need to pre-set the polarisation. The polarisation refers the axial rotation
of the Feed/LNB assembly at the front of the dish. There will be some kind of clamp
around the feed throat which may be loosened sufficiently to allow the feed assembly
to be rotated. (Use your SatMotion App Section 7 for approximate angle)
When you set the skew of your Feed/LNB assembly you are lining up your dish
exactly to the same horizontal/vertical position as the satellite in the sky. The
satellites all lie in a curve in the sky called the Clarke Belt and so are at different
heights. Ku band satellites use Horizontal and Vertical linear polarisation and so
the skew has to match the (H/V) position of the satellite for optimum satellite signal
strength and quality.
Polarization setting is a two-step process:
Start by setting the polarisation to nominal. If you are
trying to receive a polarisation called "Horizontal" then
you need to set the feed so that the broad faces of the
LNB input waveguide are on either side. If "Vertical" then
set the LNB waveguide so that the broad faces are on
top and underneath. (We use Horizontal Linear Pol)

Now, based on your SatMotion diagram, make the required polarisation adjustment.
When standing in front of your dish, rotate the Feed/LNB assembly counterclockwise for a - skew value or rotate the Feed/LNB assembly clockwise for a + skew
value. Ignore any +/- on the scale (it may be the wrong way around). Numbers like 0,
+45, -45, -90, +90 may also be back to front.
Azimuth: The angle of rotation (horizontal) that a ground based parabolic antenna
must be rotated through to point to a specific satellite in a geosynchronous orbit. The
azimuth angle for any particular satellite can be determined for any point on the
surface of the earth giver the latitude and longitude of that point. It is defined with
respect to due north as a matter of easy convenience.
North is 0 deg, East is 90 deg, South is 180 deg and West is 270 deg. North can
also be called 360 deg.
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Note that you find a satellite by pre-setting the elevation accurately and then
swinging the whole antenna boldly in azimuth till the signal locks up - so an
approximate azimuth angle is normally sufficient.
Elevation: The upward tilt to a satellite antenna measured in degrees required to
aim the antenna at the communications satellite. When aimed at the horizon, the
elevation angle is zero. If it were tilted to a point directly overhead, the satellite
antenna would have an elevation of 90 degrees.
When your dish is pointed low down near the horizon the elevation angle is only a
few degrees. At low elevation angles, below 5 deg at C band and 10 deg at Ku band,
the path through the atmosphere is longer and the signals are degraded by rain
attenuation and rain thermal noise. Scintillation also occurs particularly in hot humid
weather. This causes increases and decreases in the signal level every several
seconds for many hours, like the twinkling of a star.
When your dish is pointed almost straight up the elevation angle is nearly 90
degrees. Sites near the equator may require you to point to almost 90 deg elevation
angle when the longitude of the satellite is similar to the longitude of the site location.
In high elevation cases watch out for the possibility of rain water collecting in the
dish.
This should enable to get a lock on satellite easily and assist in passing the
SatMotion Assurance mentioned later in the guide
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9. Installation
ODU unit must be installed and IDU powered on and accessible via Ethernet LAN1
or Wireless AP plugged into LAN1.
Antenna is now ready to be pointed and the correct polarisation and fine-tuning
adjustments done.

Using your PC:
1. Ensure PC is set to receive address from Hughes Modem via DHCP (Obtain IP
address automatically)
2. Ping the Hughes Modem from CMD or Terminal using the default IP address
192.168.0.1 to make sure you get a reply and no time outs.
3. Open the Terminal GUI (192.168.0.1) and click on the grey “info” icon

4. On the side tab navigate to Installation  Advanced  Upload
SBC Config
5. A new window or tab will open, browse to your sbc.cfg file which will have been
provided. The sbc.cfg is the same for HT1200 and HT1300 terminals. (make
sure you select “All Files” instead of *.txt)

6. Click Upload and wait for message “SBC File Upload – Complete”
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7. Close Window or Tab and REBOOT the terminal before proceeding to Step 8 if
commissioning a HT1300 or Step 9 if commissioning a HT1200.
8. Upload the ODU *.dat file(s) which are specific to your ODU then follow the
process: Installation  Advanced  Upload ODU Config, then proceed to
Step 9.
9. At the main page select Installation  Install and enter your coordinates
accurately to 3 decimal places. NB! Hughes terminal uses Degrees Decimal
Minutes (DD °MM.MMM’) which is different to SatMotion (Decimal Degrees)
10. If HT1300 enter the ODU Model (*.dat) enable TX Voltage and enter Calibration,
use 10dB for an average 30m cable run) else if HT1200 skip to Step 11.

11. After clicking Submit begin pointing the antenna to obtain the highest SQF that
you can achieve and adjust polarisation as closely as per the Screenshot
captured under SatMotion “Pointing” (Horizontal at -10.77 Deg from 90 in this
case)

12. When Maximum SQF is achieved click NEXT
13. Wait for the ranging to complete
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14. Click on Terminal Service Activation, enter your Site ID and click Submit
15. Terminal will now download software parameters and reboot.
16. Proceed to SatMotion fine tuning and verification.
10. SatMotion

1. SatMotion Values: XPOL – 28dB and Min CoPol -70dBm (as of May 2017)
2. Verify that the terminal has completed the Software reboot after the Installation
and you have internet connectivity. Make sure State Code is 0.0.0 (System
Status  System Summary)

3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the SatMotion application, under Line Up, tick DHCP or use 192.168.0.1
Modem IP Address is greyed out, unless entered statically as 192.168.0.1
Username: *leave blank* Password: *leave blank*
Server IP: 172.17.18.74 (for all installs HT1200/1300) and Click CONNECT
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

XPOL and ASI should be ticked
Click on Line-Up: This will initialise the CW (Carrier Wave) on the remote
Take not of the EbNo level on the right (Green Bar)
Take note of Min XPOL: 28dB (Affects CoPol)
Take note of Min CoPol: -70.0 dBm (Desired Polarisation affected by XPOL)
Fine tune the Polarisation (by adjust clockwise or anticlockwise) so that the
graph does not peak above the Min XPOL level.

13. Left figure has incorrect XPOL (Blue Line) as the graph is peaking the minimum

allowable level. Validation will fail.

14. Figure on the Right, XPOL (Blue Line) is within spec and the site validation will

pass, also note that the EbNo has increased.
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15. Once the graph is stable below the Min XPOL level, click Stop and then Save &

Send.
16. A message will be displayed confirming the Report has been sent successfully.
17. This completes the XPOL and Min CoPol validation and site commissioning is
complete.

11. Troubleshooting
HUGHES:


Occasionally terminal may become unresponsive, recommend reboot via UI



On install phase Terminal may not TX to the Gateway correctly, recommend
doing a Force Range via UI



HT1300 on first install screen, message appears “waiting for pointing device”
and installer unable to proceed, recheck install parameters, TX voltage is
enabled and calibration is correct.



Satellite shows as Galaxy (reboot Modem after SBC upload, 2min wait)



Terminal Move not allowed – Double check accuracy of co-ordinates

SATMOTION:


“Terminal unreachable” check DHCP settings, reboot Hughes, and lastly try
static IP’s to terminal.



“No line-up info” Make sure firewall is OFF, Hughes remote is booted up
and internet is accessible. Line-up requires internet connectivity to the
SatMotion server.



CoPol level not achieved, check with CSE on minimum required values for
your area. CoPol is the 90 Degree opposite of Cross-Pol, ie: if your cross-pol
values are just passing its more likely that your CoPol values will we low as
the XPOL and CoPol are too close together.
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iWayAfrica QA Installation Form
Formulaire d’Assurance-qualité de iWayAfrica
INSTALLER:
INSTALLATEUR:

CUSTOMER:
CLIENT:

REGION:

SITE ID:
IDENTIFIANT SITE :

RÉGION:

CO-ORDs (D,D):
DATE:

COORDONNÉES (D,
D)

SQF:

XPOL:

CoPOL:

Notes:
REMARQUES :

Installation Pictures/ Images installation
Customer premises and ODU location
Locaux des clients et localisation de l’ODU

Full view of ODU
Vue complète de l’ODU

Close-up of sealed connectors
Gros plan des connecteurs scellés

Line of Sight (From ODU)
Champs de visibilité (à partir de l’ODU)

Cable run
Parcours de câble

IDU location
Localisation de l’IDU

12. Contact Information
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13. Contact Information
Ghana
Physical Address
9th Floor, Ridge Towers,
Ambassodorial Enclave,
Ridge
Postal Address
P.O. Box STC 84
Kaneshie Accra
Ghana
Tel: (+233) 302 21 1823
Fax: (+233) 302 24 6182
Mail: info@africaonline.com.gh
Kenya
Physical Address
15th Floor, Rahimtulla Tower,
Upper hill Road
Upper Hill
Nairobi

Physical Address
161 Nelson Mandela Avenue
Klein Windhoek
Windhoek
Namibia
Postal Address
PO Box 2
Windhoek
Namibia
Tel: +264 61 291 1000
Fax: +264 61 291 1040
E-Mail: NamibiaSales@iwayafrica.net
infonam@africaonline.com.na
Nigeria
Physical Address:
iWayAfrica Telecommunications Ltd
5, Francis Oremeji street,
off Medical road,
Ikeja, Lagos State
Postal Address:
As above

Postal Address
PO Box 63017-00200
Upper Hill
Nairobi
Kenya

Contact Numbers:
Tel: +234 (1)740 8676
Cell: +234 803 531 3658

Tel: (+254) (020) 2792 000
Fax: (+254) (020) 271 0010
Mail: sales-ke@iwayafrica.net

Email contact:
Sales:
mchenrichsales@iwayafrica.com
MD - Henry Igbo:
henrich66@iwayafrica.com

Mauritius (Head Office)
Tanzania
Physical Address
iWayAfrica Ltd
Suite 223/224 Grand Baie Business
Park, Air and Geranium Street
Grand Baie
Mauritius
Tel: (+230) 26 393 22
Fax: (+230) 26 310 67
Mail: Mauritius@iwayafrica.net
Namibia

Physical Address
Africa Online Tanzania Ltd
ESBC Office Suites, Kilwa House, 369
Toure Drive, Oyster Bay,
Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania
Postal Address
PO Box 6154
Dar Es Salaam
Tanzania
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Tel: (+255) 22 229 6000
Mail: info@africaonline.co.tz

PO BOX 6938
Harare

Uganda

Tel: +263 4 760004
Email: sales@dandemutande.co.zw

Physical Address
Ground Floor, Communications
House, Plot 1 Colville street, 5 Portal
avenue,
Kampala
Postal Address
PO Box 25745
Kampala
Tel: +256 414 343780
Tel: +256 414 343969
Mobile: +256 772 651246
Email: salesug@iwayafrica.net
Support & Technical:
supportug@iwayafrica.net

South Africa
Physical Address
IWay Management Services (Pty) Ltd
Office No 1, Block D 1st Floor, De
Tijger Office Park,
c/o McIntyre and Hannes Louw drive,
Parow North
Cape Town
Directors: M. Welthagen, L Samuels
All other countries

Zambia

Physical Address

Physical Address
Plot 8782, Off Buluwe Road
Woodlands
Lusaka

15th Floor, Rahimtulla Tower, Upper
Hill Road, Upper Hill
Nairobi

Postal Address
PO Box 725
Manda Hill
Lusaka
Tel: +260 211 267088/9
Email: info-zm@iwayafrica.net

Postal Address
P.O. BOX 27554 - 00506, Nairobi,
Kenya
Tel: +254 20 444 0308/17
Tel: +254 20 2792 000
Mobile: +254 733 400 024 | +254 722
474 829
Fax: +254 20 2710 010

Zimbabwe
Physical Address
Level 9 Pegasus House
Samora Machel Avenue
Harare
Zimbabwe
Postal Address

Email: marketing@iwayafrica.net |
sales@iwayafrica.net
Customer Services:
cse@iwayafrica.net
Support Skype Chat:
iwayafrica_support
Networks: ne@iwayafrica.net

